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Line Walking and Balancing for Legged Robots with Point Feet
Carlos Gonzalez1, Victor Barasuol1, Marco Frigerio2, Roy Featherstone3,
Darwin G. Caldwell3, Claudio Semini1
Abstract— The ability of legged systems to traverse highly-
constrained environments depends by and large on the per-
formance of their motion and balance controllers. This paper
presents a controller that excels in a scenario that most state-of-
the-art balance controllers have not yet addressed: line walking,
or walking on nearly null support regions. Our approach uses
a low-dimensional virtual model (2-DoF) to generate balancing
actions through a previously derived four-term balance con-
troller and transforms them to the robot through a derived
kinematic mapping. The capabilities of this controller are tested
in simulation, where we show the 90kg quadruped robot HyQ
crossing a bridge of only 6 cm width (compared to its 4 cm
diameter foot sphere), by balancing on two feet at any time
while moving along a line. Additional simulations are carried to
test the performance of the controller and the effect of external
disturbances. The same controller is then used on the real robot
to present for the first time a legged robot balancing on a
contact line of nearly null support area.
I. INTRODUCTION
Legged robotic systems are becoming increasingly versa-
tile and their capabilities are being evaluated in fields such
as inspection and disaster relief, among others. The usability
of these systems, however, is compromised when the robot
encounters an environment with limited support contacts for
the feet. In these scenarios, the balancing capabilities of the
robot are crucial for the completion of the task.
Consider the scenario of crossing a narrow bridge, as
shown in Fig. 1. In this case, a high-fidelity balance con-
troller is required. Most of today’s balance controllers,
however, would fail this task since line walking on a nearly
null support polygon is required. In this work, we consider
the possibility of achieving this task (crossing a narrow
bridge) using a momentum-based balance controller applied
on a low-dimensional virtual model that controls the physical
process of balancing.
This work is based on the balance controller of [1], which
was originally for planar systems, but in this paper we
will extend this approach to the control of a 12 degrees of
freedom (DoF) quadruped, which will balance on two point
feet. In addition, we will further extend the ideas previously
published in [1] to allow motions along a contact line in 3-
dimensions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time that such a task has been achieved in simulation and
that a legged robot has balanced on a null support polygon
experimentally.
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The main contributions of this work are (a) the derivations
of the kinematic mapping relating the planar model and a
quadruped, (b) the usage of the extended balance controller
in conjunction with an external motion generator to create
balanced walking motions, (c) simulation experiments show-
ing the performance of the controller tracking an angular
position reference on a quadruped, (d) simulations showing
for the first time a quadruped robot walking along a line on
two point feet, and (e) experimental validation of the pro-
posed balance controller showing the hydraulically actuated
quadruped robot HyQ [2] balancing on a contact line.
The presentation of this work is as follows: related work
is presented in Sec. II; Section III summarizes the main
concepts of the four-term balance controller which is de-
scribed in detail in [1]. Section IV presents the step-by-
step procedure to obtain the kinematic mapping that extends
the controller to the quadruped case. Section V presents
the design of the combined motion and balance controller
to achieve locomotion. The simulations and experimental
results are presented in Sec. VI, and the concluding remarks
and topics of future work are presented in Sec. VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Tasks such as balancing on a line or on a single point have
been previously studied on low dimensional systems. Some
examples include Cubli, the cube that balances and stands
on a single point [3], self-balancing bicycles [4], mobile
robots balancing on a ball [5], and Tippy, a high-performance
balancing robot controlled by only one actuator [6]. The
balance controllers in the first two systems are similar in that
their objective is to bring the systems to a completely vertical
position by controlling the rotor velocity of fly wheels. On
the other hand, the balance controller of the robot balancing
on a ball achieves this by tracking the desired projection of
Fig. 1. Sample scenario where a high-fidelity balance controller is required.
The length and width of the bridge are 1.5 m and 6 cm, respectively.
the center of mass (CoM) of the robot using a PID controller.
The balance controller used on Tippy is based on [1] and it
differs in that its goal is to track a reference angular trajectory
while balancing and in that the states of the controlled system
relate to a plant describing the physical process of balancing,
rather than directly controlling position and velocity states.
Generalizing the balance controllers of these systems to
higher dimensional systems is not a trivial task. Some of the
current approaches to achieve balancing seek to control the
full dimensional robot by controlling a low dimensional vir-
tual model while considering the robot’s centroidal dynamics
[7]–[9]. In [7] a double inverted pendulum model is used
to represent the actuated legs and torso of a bipedal robot,
for which combined efforts to control the ankle and posture
are synthesized. This effectively emulates a combined ankle
and hip strategy for balancing. Other methods to achieve a
balanced state consist of taking planned steps in locations
determined by a simplified gait model, often also taking the
form of an inverted pendulum [8], [9]. These approaches
either make use of the point mass assumption, hence limiting
control over angular momentum, or assume the system has
access to a base of support and, thus, can generate ground
reaction moments through the stance feet.
Other researchers have approached the problem of bal-
ancing by considering the full joint space dynamics. The
balance controller of [10] outputs joint torques according
to a control law that tracks a desired CoM position, CoM
velocity, and angular momentum specified for a particular
task. The approach in [11] is similar except that a single
optimization problem is solved with the tasks organized
in a hierarchical structure, thus producing a solution that
is consistent with all the constraints in the optimization
problems. Furthermore, the authors validate their approach
experimentally on a torque-controlled biped. In [12] the
authors opted for structuring the hierarchies of the tasks
through null space projections rather than solving a series
of QPs and solved an optimization problem only when
determining the distribution of the balancing wrenches.
Another QP-based approach that showed a similarly chal-
lenging balancing scenario based on partial footholds was
presented in [13]. In this work, the authors designed a
method to detect partial footholds, i.e., foot locations in
which only part of the foot is in contact with the ground, and
incorporated this information into their optimization problem
to design trajectories that successfully bring the robot to the
next foothold without falling. This allows the robot to stand
on a line contact momentarily while the swing leg is reaching
for the next foothold to regain a double stance where a
non-empty support polygon allows the robot to recover its
balance. In contrast, in this work we present a controller that
not only allows the robot to balance, but also to linger, and
move along a contact line, presenting a more challenging
task for the balance controller.
The aforementioned approaches work well on systems
with a finite base of support, but are impractical for balancing
on a line (or a point) as they rely on the center of pressure
(CoP) being inside the support polygon, which is null in
this case. Any disturbance causing the CoP to lie outside
of the contact line (or point) will cause the robot to fall.
Moreover, this requires an accurate knowledge of the CoM,
otherwise the controller will drive the robot’s CoM to the
wrong position, leading to a fall.
Although balancing has been heavily studied by
the bipedal locomotion community, performing balance-
demanding tasks on quadrupeds has not been fully explored
yet. Instead, the approach usually taken when walking in
a statically stable manner is often applied in two stages.
One stage consists in defining a desired gait sequence and
the other in planning a path for the projection of the CoM
(or, alternatively, for the zero-moment point, if this is used
as the dynamic stability criterion) such that it traverses the
sequence of support triangles formed by the desired gait
sequence [14]–[16]. These approaches evidently make use
of an available support polygon. A more dynamic motion
which is not based on support polygons is the trot, which
involves stance phases with only two feet in contact with
the ground (thus a series of line contacts). However, these
rely on the next stance happening soon and can still cause
the robot to fall if the gait frequency is too slow.
III. THE BALANCE CONTROLLER
This section briefly summarizes the key concepts of the
balance controller presented in [1]. Fig. 2 illustrates the
plant describing the balancing behavior of a 2-DoF planar
inverted pendulum, which swings about a pivot point on the
ground (first degree of freedom) by controlling the revolute
joint connecting its two links (second degree of freedom).
The states of the plant are the angular momentum of the
pendulum about its pivoting point, L, its first and second
time-derivatives, L˙ and L¨, and the position of the actuated
joint used for balancing, q2. In order to achieve a balanced
state, the controller must regulate the angular momentum
and its derivatives, and lead the joint used for balancing to
its desired value.
For any planar system balancing on a point, there are two
values that reveal its balancing behavior: the velocity gain
Gv and the time constant of toppling Tc [17]. The former
quantifies the extent to which motion in the actuated joint
affects the horizontal motion of the CoM. Hence, a small
Gv indicates a limited ability to control and move the CoM
on top of the pivoting point, which is required to balance.
The Tc value corresponds to the time constant of the robot
falling if none of its joints moved. These two values relate to
the gains in the model of the physical process of balancing.
Fig. 2. Plant describing the exact physics of the process of balancing for
a 2-DoF system
The particular relationship between these values is given by
Y1(q) =
1
mgT 2cGv
and Y2(q) = − 1mgGv , where m and g
are the total mass of the system and the magnitude of the
acceleration due to gravity, respectively, and q ∈ Rn is the
vector of joint positions of the system with n degrees of
freedom. Note that these definitions hold for a generic n-
dimensional planar system.
After defining the parameters of the plant describing the
process of balancing, a proper controller can be designed. In
[1] such a controller is designed by using pole placement on
the plant assuming the parameters Y1 and Y2 are constant.
It can be shown that the linear plant has a zero in the right-
hand side of the complex plane, which implies that it exhibits
non-minimum-phase behavior. Such behavior is intrinsic to
the physics of balancing, and cannot be overcome by any
control system. However, it is possible to compensate for
this behavior by filtering the commanded signal with a low-
pass filter running backwards in time (i.e., from the future
to the present). This effectively eliminates the non-minimum
phase behavior from the transfer function of the closed-
loop system, resulting in motion in which the robot leans in
anticipation of future commanded motions. The interested
reader is referred to [1] for more details.
IV. KINEMATIC MAPPING
To exploit the balance controller on a quadruped robot, we
define the motion constraints that define a lower dimensional
operational space, which corresponds to the two degrees of
freedom of the pendulum. We call kinematic mapping the
function transforming the state variables from the quadruped
to the pendulum space. The mapping allows us to apply the
controller in pendulum space, and convert its output into
signals suitable for the actual robot. The derivation of the
mapping is described in the following paragraphs.
First, consider a quadruped standing on a single pair of
diagonal legs, with the other leg pair retracted (lifted up from
the ground), as shown in Fig. 3(a). Project a virtual inverted
pendulum moving in the vertical plane perpendicular to the
line of contact defined by the two stance feet. The pendulum
consists of two links, the leg and the torso, and two revolute
joints, the pivot and the hip (see Fig. 3(b)). The pivot joint is
passive and its axis coincides with the line of contact of the
quadruped; the hip joint is actuated and its axis is parallel
to the previous one, at a distance equal to the length of the
virtual leg link.
The virtual torso link is composed of the real robot torso
and the retracted legs, thus they have the same inertia and
undergo the same motion (see Fig. 3(a)). We attach three
reference frames to the virtual pendulum: vbase is an
inertial frame with origin at the pivot contact point with its x-
axis coinciding with the pivot axis; vleg is a frame attached
to the virtual leg and also its x-axis coincides with the pivot
axis; vtorso is attached to the virtual torso and its x-axis
coincides with the virtual hip axis. The origins of vtorso
and of the real torso frame (rtorso) coincide, and their z-
axes are aligned. The frames only differ by a relative rotation
of φt radians about their local z-axis.
The states of the virtual model are y = [yp yh]
T and
y˙ = [y˙p y˙h]
T , where p and h stand for pivot and hip,
respectively. The relation between the virtual states (y, y˙)
and the robot states (q, q˙) is obtained in two steps. First, the
sensor data obtained from the robot is used to compute the
corresponding states of the virtual model (Sec. IV-A). Then,
the kinematic mapping is derived through a concatenation of
derived Jacobians (Sec. IV-B).
A. Sensor data to virtual model states
Sensors on the robot measure the joint states q, q˙ ∈ R12,
the angular velocity of the robot torso, ω ∈ R3, and a unit
vector pointing up,
→
up, both in rtorso coordinates. The
stance feet position, pfi ∈ R3 i ∈ {1, 2}, provide the angle
of the support line:
φt = tan
−1
(
pf1,y − pf2,y
pf1,x − pf2,x
)
(1)
where the second subscript of the foot position indicates
the specific coordinate, e.g., pf1,y is the y-coordinate of
the first stance foot. From φt we can compute the rotation
matrix that transforms 3D vectors from rtorso to vtorso
coordinates, Eφt ∈ SO(3). At this point, simple geometric
observations yield some of the relations between sensor data
and the state of the virtual pendulum. For example, we have
that
y˙p + y˙h = (Eφtω)x (2)
where (·)x indicates the x-component of the vector inside
the parenthesis; we also have that
yp + yh = sin
−1
(
Eφt
→
up
)
y
(3)
With reference to Fig. 3(b), we also observe that the pivot
point in the vtorso frame, denoted by (py, pz), allows us
to calculate the virtual hip joint angle:
yh = tan
−1
(
py
pz
)
(4)
y
(a) (b)
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Fig. 3. Inertial and link frames of the virtual model in relation to the real
robot. (a) The location of the stance feet dictate the axis about which the
joints of the virtual model rotate (dotted line), which is orthogonal to the
plane where the virtual model lies. (b) Location of coordinate frames of the
virtual model and its corresponding joint variables yp and yh.
and by differentiating (4) w.r.t. time, it follows that
y˙h =
pzvy − pyvz
p2y + p
2
z
(5)
Hence, at each time instant, the virtual states y and y˙ are
found by solving (2) - (5).
B. Explicit motion constraints
The purpose of this phase is to determine the coefficients
of the following constraint equations:
q˙ = Gjy˙
q¨ = Gjy¨ + gj
(6)
where Gj ∈ Rn×2 and gj = G˙jy˙, which relate the motion
of the pendulum to the motion of the real robot. (cf. Sec. 3.2
in [18]). Gj and gj allow to map the dynamics quantities
of the robot, like the inertia matrix, into the corresponding
quantity of the virtual pendulum, in order to apply the
balance controller. Also, the q˙ and q¨ in (6) represent desired
motions the robot should track in order to actually mimic
the motion of the inverted pendulum. We will therefore use
these values in our control law.
The derivation of Gj and gj is done in stages, as described
next.
1) Virtual pendulum to robot torso: In the first stage, we
look into the relation between the virtual joint velocity y˙ and
the real torso velocity vt, and we find the matrices Gt ∈
R6×2 and gt ∈ R6 such that
vt = Gty˙ (7a)
v˙t = Gty¨ + gt (7b)
Simple observation on the kinematic model of the pendulum
reveals that vt can be written as follows:
vt = Spy˙p + Shy˙h (8)
where Sp and Sh are the motion subspace matrices for the
pivot and hip joints, respectively. It follows that
Gt =
[
Sp Sh
]
(9)
To obtain gt, we have to compute the time derivative of
Gt relative to a stationary coordinate frame. Since the pivot
axis is fixed relative to a stationary frame, S˙p = 0. On the
other hand, the hip joint axis does move in space due to the
pivot motion, thus Sh is changing according to
S˙h = Spy˙p × Sh (10)
(cf. [18]) and thus,
gt = (Spy˙p × Sh)y˙h (11)
Note that, in the equations above, we omitted the coordinate
transformation matrices, as they do not change the algorithm
but make the notation less clear.
2) Torso to feet: The goal is now to map the velocity of
the torso to the velocity of the stance feet, relative to the
origin of the torso frame itself. In this phase we assume that
the stance feet are fixed on the ground. For each stance foot
i ∈ {1, 2}, we seek the transformation matrices Gfi ∈ R3×6
and gfi ∈ R3 such that
vfi = Gfivt (12a)
afi = Gfi v˙t + gfi (12b)
where gfi = G˙fivt. Note that vfi and afi are 3D Euclidean
vectors, as the feet of the quadruped are modeled as points.
The velocity of the feet relative to the torso origin is the
opposite of the velocity of the torso origin relative to the
foot. Thus,
Gfi = −
[−pfi× 1] (13)
where pfi× ∈ R3×3 is the skew-symmetric cross product
matrix of the position of the foot in torso coordinates. The
vector gfi can be directly computed as
gfi = G˙fivt
= − [−p˙fi× 0]vt
= vfi × ωt
(14)
3) Feet to Joint Velocities: In the last stage we have to
map feet velocity to joint velocities, finding the matrices
Gai ∈ R3×3 and gai ∈ R3 such that
q˙fi = Gaivfi (15a)
q¨fi = Gaiafi + gai (15b)
with gai = G˙aivfi . Assuming that each leg of the quadruped
has 3 DoFs results in Gai = J
−1
i , where Ji is the Jacobian
of the stance leg fi. It then follows that
gai = G˙aivfi
= J˙−1i Jiq˙fi
=
(
−J−1i J˙iJ−1i
)
Jiq˙fi
= −J−1i J˙iq˙fi
(16)
In this derivation, the formula of the derivative of the inverse
of a matrix was used from the second to the third line.
4) Linear combination: The transforms described in (6)
are readily constructed by collecting the intermediate terms
comprising (7), (12), and (15). For each stance leg fi, it
follows that
q˙fi = GaiGfiGty˙ (17)
and, similarly,
q¨fi = Gai (Gfi (Gty¨ + gt) + gfi) + gai
= GaiGfiGty¨ +GaiGfigt +Gaigfi + gai (18)
By comparing (17) and (18) with (6), it follows that
Gj =

0
Ga1Gf1Gt
Ga2Gf2Gt
0
 (19)
and
gj =

0
Ga1 (Gf1gt + gf1) + ga1
Ga2 (Gf2gt + gf2) + ga2
0
 (20)
for the sample case where the stance legs are the second
and third leg of the quadruped. The transforms from the
pendulum states to the floating base states are given by (7).
Using (19) and (20) we obtain the equivalent equation of
motion (EoM) of the virtual model, which is then used by
the balance controller to output desired accelerations y¨. The
controller on the quadruped tries to track the acceleration
command required for balancing, but also the configuration
that best conforms to the virtual pendulum model. The
control law is
τ = KP (qvip − q) +KD (q˙vip − q˙) +KBq¨bal (21)
where q¨bal is the desired joint acceleration vector, obtained
by applying (6) on the pendulum acceleration commanded
by the balance controller. The kinematic mapping (6) also
gives us the joint velocity vector q˙vip corresponding to an
accurate mimicking of the pendulum behavior. The position
vector qvip is instead constructed via inverse kinematics:
qfi,vip = IK(pfi(y)) (22)
where pfi ∈ R3 is the nominal position of the stance foot
when the quadruped is accurately mimicking the inverted
pendulum. The vector qvip is constructed by replacing the
joints of the stance legs fi by qfi,vip and leaving the
joints of the swing legs unchanged. KP ,KD,KB ∈ Rn×n
are diagonal matrices effectively determining the tracking
performance of each joint.
V. LOCOMOTION USING THE BALANCE CONTROLLER
So far, we have presented the realization of the pure task
of balancing a quadruped by controlling a virtual 2-DoF
model associated to the quadruped by the kinematic mapping
derived in Sec. IV. Any motion foreign to that generated by
the balance controller is effectively seen as a disturbance to
the system. Strictly speaking, the operational space of a robot
balancing while performing an additional task consists of an
operational state used for balancing, and n − 1 operational
states used for the additional motion.
The balance controller in [1] outputs the value
...
L which,
for a system with n > 2 DoFs, is also dependent on the
operational states of the motion. By considering the EoM
of the generalized system with an additional fictitious (and
static) prismatic joint, it follows that
H00 H01 H02 H03
H10 H11 H12 H13
H20 H21 H22 H23
H30 H31 H32 H33


0
y¨p
y¨h
y¨m
+

C0
C1
C2
C3
 =

τ0
0
wh
wm

(23)
where ym contains the actuated generalized coordinates of
the motion and the dots indicate time derivatives. In fact,
y¨m is the output of the motion controller. It is shown in [1]
LineIntersect14
LiftOff14 MoveAlongLine23
TouchDown14
1
2
3 4
1
23 4
1
23
4
1
23 4
LF=leg 1
RF=leg 2
LH=leg 3
RH=leg 4
Fig. 4. (Left) Modes of the state machine made to generate the motion
of the swing feet during the balanced walk on a line. The FullStance
mode (shown in bright green) is executed only at the beginning. The order
of the four highlighted modes can be thought of as being repeated in the
same order below them but for the LF-RH leg pair. (Right) Detail of the
transitions for the RF-LH leg pair.
that
...
L and τ0 are directly related and, hence, substituting
this into (23) and separating known and unknown variables,
results in the system of equations
0 0 H01 H02
0 0 H11 H12
−1 0 H21 H22
0 −1 H31 H32


wh
wm
y¨p
y¨h
 =

...
L/g − C0 −H03y¨m
−C1 −H13y¨m
−C2 −H23y¨m
−C3 −H33y¨m

(24)
which combines the outputs of the balance and the motion
controllers. After solving (24), the generalized forces wh and
wm are mapped to joint torques through the Jacobian.
For the task of walking on a line while balancing, one
can easily design motions that lie on the balance null space.
These are motions that do not disturb the CoM of the robot in
the direction perpendicular to the line of motion. We chose to
generate this motion by dividing it into a series of symmetric
motions executed by a state machine, as shown in Fig. 4.
The sequence of events was designed as follows. The task
is assumed to start with the quadruped having all four legs
on the ground (FullStance). The state machine immediately
proceeds to the LiftOff14 mode, in which it lifts the LF
and RH legs and forces the balance controller to use the RF
and LH legs as its stance legs. The robot then balances on
the RF-LH leg pair and once the robot attains a balanced
state, it proceeds to MoveAlongLine23. The user-specified
distance to be traveled by the robot is passed through a PD
position controller to regulate the x-component of the feet
position, i.e., pfi in (22), effectively bringing the robot closer
to the front stance leg. Once the robot has reached the desired
position, it moves to LineIntersection14 mode, where it
positions the swing legs such that the line connecting them
intersects the current CoM (x, y)-position while keeping
them slightly above the ground. Once this position has been
reached, the TouchDown14 event is triggered, which simply
brings the swing legs down to touch the ground. The exact
same procedure is then repeated for the other leg pair.
The balance controller was integrated into our existing
reactive control framework (RCF) [19] mostly to take ad-
vantage of two additional tools: gravity compensation and
the kinematic adjustment to control the position of the feet.
The former helps remove most of the undesired terms of
the equations of motion, leaving us with the natural task
of balancing. The latter provides better accuracy of the
positioning of the swing legs during the touchdown event.
VI. RESULTS
In this section we present the results from the tests
designed to assess the performance and robustness of the
proposed strategy. Our approach is implemented on HyQ
[2] and the tests consist of different balancing tasks where
the robot uses only its diagonal leg pairs. Three tests are
performed in simulation and one experimentally (all the tests
can be seen in the accompanying video).
Our control architecture consists of a high-level and a
low-level control layer, running at 250 Hz and 1 kHz,
respectively. Due to all kinematic transformations involved,
we compute the balance torques KBq¨bal in (21) at the high-
level along with the qvip and q˙vip, The latter two variables
are being tracked at low-level for better impedance rendering.
The CoM states are computed using only proprioceptive
sensors, i.e. joint encoders and an Inertia Measurement Unit,
that are fused in a state estimator algorithm [20]. All of
the kinematic and dynamic transformations are generated
through RobCoGen [21].
A. Simulations
Our goal with the simulations is twofold: understand the
performance of the balance controller under ideal conditions
and its sensitivity to mis-measurements and to external dis-
turbances. For this, we designed three simulation tests. First,
we assess the controller response when HyQ is balancing
on two diagonal legs and experiences a constant external
disturbance. We chose a constant disturbance as a way
of understanding the side effect of problems like torque
sensor offset/miscalibration, inaccuracy in kinematic param-
eters and/or overall robot CoM position, and also external
disturbances from the hydraulic hoses that are connected to
HyQ. In a second test we evaluate the controller performance
when the robot is required to balance and track a desired
trunk trajectory at the same time. The third test concludes
the simulations with a task we called The Ninja Walk, where
the algorithm proposed in Sec. V is evaluated in an extreme
locomotion scenario.
1) Constant disturbance: in this test, the robot starts from
a full stance condition and proceeds to balance on two
legs by simply raising a pair of diagonal legs. When HyQ
reaches a steady condition, a constant force is applied on
its floating base, in a direction perpendicular to the line
of contact formed by the stance legs (the most sensitive
orientation for the balance controller). The force is applied
for about 10 seconds until it reaches a new steady state. This
process is then repeated with increasing forces until the robot
destabilizes or touches the ground with its non-supporting
legs. The results are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that
the steady state of the virtual joint yh deviates from the
desired zero value as the magnitude of the disturbance force
Fig. 5. Trajectories of the equivalent (top) pivot joint and (middle) hip joint
of the virtual model after HyQ is pushed on the trunk with a constant force,
starting from a balanced condition. (bottom) The corresponding distance of
the CoM of HyQ w.r.t. the contact line, i.e., along the vbase frame.
increases. As an interesting observation, the CoM is deviated
from the pivot point to compensate for the moment created
by the disturbance. At 15 N of applied force, the robot starts
touching the ground with one of its non-supporting legs.
2) Tracking a reference trajectory: as mentioned in Sec.
III, knowledge of the reference trajectory allows to com-
pensate for the inherent non-minimum phase behavior of
the balancing process. To do so, the trajectory has to be
recomputed by passing it through a low-pass filter running
backwards in time, as explained in [1]. The tracking task
regards only the second joint of the virtual model yh. Trying
to understand the balance controller response to different
input signals, we chose a reference trajectory composed of
a series of ramps with fast and slow slopes, and a sine
wave, as shown in Fig. 6. For this test, HyQ assumes a
balancing configuration where the torso (rtorso frame) is
located 0.47 m from the ground (lower than the one used for
the disturbance test), and with the non-supporting legs wide
open. This results in a higher velocity gain that, according
to the theory, leads to a better balancing performance. The
wide open posture for the non-supporting legs is chosen to
prevent them to come in contact with the ground during the
motion of the torso.
The tracking performance and control inputs are shown in
Fig. 6. The reference trajectory is tracked with a maximum
overshoot of 6%, at the end of the steep ramps, and a milder
2% overshoot at the end of the slower ramps. Leaning in
anticipation can be seen by the motion of the virtual pivot
joint yp (prior to each of the ramps) in the same direction
of the ramp slopes. It is important to notice that, even
considering a robot model of 90 kg, the torques required
from the controller to balance tend to be quite small. During
steady states, most of the joint efforts are carried by the
gravity compensation torques.
3) Walking across a narrow bridge (The Ninja Walk): we
have considered a narrow bridge as an extreme locomotion
scenario where footstep locations are very limited, offer very
small contact regions, and would create support polygons
with almost no area. I.e., a condition where a robot would
only be able to cross if balancing on one or two legs and
without depending on contact areas. The narrow brige is
Fig. 6. (top) Frames of the simulation of HyQ tracking a reference
trajectory (second row) in which the reference angle is the angle about
the axis formed by the line connecting the stance legs. (third row) Leaning
in anticipation caused by the filtered signal. (fourth to sixth rows) Torques
of the joints of the stance legs as computed by the control law (21).
1.5 m long and 6 cm wide, as depicted in Fig. 1, and has
the same stiffness and contact properties as the ground in the
previous simulations. For comparison, the point-feet of HyQ
are essentially spheres with a diameter of 4 cm.
The motion results of the Ninja Walk are detailed in Fig.
7. HyQ successfully crosses the bridge in about 2 minutes,
counting from the initial to the final full-stance configurations
(as shown in the most left and right snapshots of Fig. 7). The
many graphics comprise a close-up of a full cycle of the state
machine described in Sec. V, which lasts roughly 10 seconds.
The various states of the state machine are identified with
different colors, with their associated names abbreviated on
the top of the graph. For instance, the first state, abbreviated
as TD23, corresponds to the TouchDown23 state from Fig. 4
and is followed by LiftOff14, then MoveAlongLine23, and
so on. The transition events that disturb the robot the most are
LO14, LO23, MAL14 and MAL23, as seen by the largest
variations in L˙. Note that the lift-off events additionally incur
a slightly discontinuous jump on the position of the virtual
pendulum states as the model switches from one leg-pair to
the other. Note also that towards the end of the touch-down
events, a slightly de-stabilizing motion can be seen. This is
due to the motion of the swing legs that is generated to track
a landing position in the world frame, whose control actions
are not compliant with the balance controller.
B. Experimental validation
In this section we show the preliminary results and out-
comes from the implementation of the proposed approach on
a real legged machine. The experiment consists of starting
the robot in a three-leg stance condition and then manually
bringing its torso towards its balanced position, with the
balance controller activated. After HyQ balances on its two
legs, we perturb it by pushing and pulling it from its
protection frame to bring it out of balance a few times. Next,
it is left alone to regain balance. This simple experiment
TD23 LO14 MAL23 LI14 TD14 LO23 MAL14 LI23 TD23
Fig. 7. (top) Snapshots of HyQ performing the Ninja Walk on a narrow
bridge. (bottom) Zoomed-in plots showing the states of the plant converging
to zero before the robot starts to move along the line. The shaded regions
correspond to different modes of the state machine described in Sec. V.
serves to understand the performance and sensitivity of the
balance controller given the limitations of the real system
described in the beginning of Sec. VI-A.
The most relevant experimental data is shown in Fig.
8. The colored pictures on the top are snapshots from
the experiment that have their corresponding signals in the
bottom plots. In the translucent yellow area, it can be seen
that when the robot is moved from three-leg to two-leg
stance, the distance from the CoM to the contact line (fifth
plot from top to bottom) gets closer to zero and remains in
the vicinity as it balances alone. During a balancing steady-
state, none of the quantities converge to a fixed value. This
corresponds to the natural process of balancing, since the
only way of achieving stability in an inherently unstable
system is keeping it in motion. Note, however, that the
quantities L, L˙ and the CoM distance to the support line
do not oscillate around zero. This behavior resembles the
steady-state conditions observed in the constant disturbance
test, shown in Sec. VI-A.1, where the disturbance in this
case are mainly related to: the inaccuracy of torque sensors;
a wrong estimation of the CoM position; and the external
forces and moments from the hydraulic hoses connected to
HyQ. The latter was clearly observed during the experiments.
The mechanical flexibility of the robot structure is part of the
non-modeled dynamics that constitutes a relevant source of
disturbances that substantially affects the estimation of the
CoM related states.
The translucent green area in Fig. 8 corresponds to the
manually applied impulsive disturbances, which can be seen
from the big variations in yh, which is closely related to
the motion of the torso. After the impulsive disturbances,
the robot comes back to another balancing steady-state
(translucent blue area).
Fig. 8. Snapshots and associated data of the balancing experimental test
performed on HyQ: the robot is moved from three-leg to two-leg stance
(yellow area); the red area represents balancing steady-state conditions
before applying disturbances to the robot torso (repeated data is shrunk);
series of impulsive disturbances are manually applied upward and downward
to the robot torso (green area). Graphics on the bottom are states of the plant
in Fig. 2 and the torques computed according to (21).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This work proposes a balancing approach that does not
rely on support polygons and can be applied to legged
robots that have flat-feet or even point-feet. The approach
is based on the balancing method presented in [1] used to
balance a 2-DoF virtual model, and a kinematic mapping to
transform the virtual model quantities into the robot joint
space. Furthermore, we showed that a rather simple motion
generation algorithm combined with the proposed balancing
approach would allow a robot to walk over extremely difficult
scenarios. Simulation results were designed to assess the
controller performance and to understand its sensitivity to
disturbances that can be encountered in a real implementa-
tion. We presented preliminary experimental results showing
for the first time a point-feet quadruped robot balancing on
two legs. Both simulation and experimental tests were very
useful to bring knowledge on the requirements to achieve
good balancing performance. The most relevant findings
are: a) it is important having accurate torque measurements
(for torque-controlled robots), since the balance controller
generates low torque commands; the reference tracking task
is very sensitive to disturbances, that can be represented by
torque offsets, external forces or biased CoM estimation;
and any non-modelled flexibility along the robot kinematic
structure can introduce unrealistic CoM measurements.
Future work considers improving the balance performance
by extending the virtual model to also output commands to
the non-supporting legs.
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